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Abstract: We give here the results of a four-year search for the worst cases for correct
rounding of the major elementary functions in double precision. These results allow the
design of reasonably fast routines that will compute these functions with correct rounding,
at least in some interval, for any of the four rounding modes specified by the IEEE-754
standard. They will also allow to easily test libraries that are claimed to provide correctly
rounded functions.
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Pires Cas pour l’Arrondi Correct de Fonctions Élémentaires en
Double Précision
Résumé : Nous donnons dans ce rapport les résultats de quatre ans de recherche des pires
cas pour l’arrondi correct des principales fonctions élémentaires en double précision. Ces
résultats permettent de construire des programmes raisonnablement rapides calculant ces
fonctions avec arrondi correct – au moins dans un domaine donné – pour chacun des quatre
modes d’arrondi spécifiés par la norme IEEE-754. Ils permettent également de tester des
bibliothèques censées fournir l’arrondi correct de ces fonctions.
Mots-clé : Fonctions élémentaires, arithmétique des ordinateurs, Dilemme du fabricant de
tables, Arrondi correct, Virgule flottante.
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1 Introduction
In general, the result of an arithmetic operation on two floating-point numbers is not exactly
representable in the same floating-point format: it must be rounded. In a floating-point sys-
tem that follows the IEEE 754 standard [2, 3, 6], the user can choose an active rounding
mode from: rounding towards    , rounding towards   , rounding towards  and round-
ing to the nearest (with a special convention if  is exactly between two machine numbers).
The IEEE-754 standard requires that the system should behave as if the result of an arith-
metic operation (  ,   ,  ,  ) were first computed exactly, with “infinite precision”, and
then rounded accordingly to the active rounding mode. Operations that satisfy this property
are called “exactly rounded” or “correctly rounded”. There is a similar requirement for the
square root.
Unfortunately, there is no such requirement for the elementary functions1 , probably
because it has been believed for many years that exact rounding of the elementary functions
would be much too expensive for double precision (for single precision, since checking 	

input numbers requires a few days only, there already exist libraries that provide correct
rounding. See for instance [13, 14]).
Requiring correctly rounded results (that is, the “best possible” results) in some stan-
dard would not only improve the accuracy of computations: it would help to make numerical
software more portable. Moreover, as noticed by Agarwal et al. [1], correct rounding facil-
itates the preservation of useful mathematical properties such as monotonicity, symmetry
and important identities. See [12] for more details.
Before going further, let us start with definitions. We call Infinite mantissa of a nonzero
real number  the number

  ﬀ
In other words, the infinite mantissa of  is the real number ﬂﬁ such that ﬃ !"ﬁ$#% and
'&(
ﬁ
)+* , where , is an integer. If  is a floating-point number, then its infinite mantissa
coincides with its floating-point mantissa. If - and . belong to the same “binade” (they
have the same sign and satisfy 0/132 -426572 .829:;/0<>= , where ? is an integer), we call their
Mantissa distance the distance between their infinite mantissas (that is, 2 -@ A.82B+ / ).
Let C be an elementary function and  a floating-point number. Unless  is a very
special case – e.g., DFE8GHIﬃ0J or KMLON4HPQJ –, RS&TCUHVWJ cannot be exactly represented. The only
thing we can do is to compute an approximation R
 
to R . If we wish to provide correctly
rounded functions, the problem is to know what the accuracy of this approximation should
be to make sure that rounding R
 
is equivalent to rounding R .
1By elementary functions we mean the radix X , Y and ZI[ logarithms and exponentials, and the trigonometric
and hyperbolic functions.
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In other words, from R
 
and the known bounds on the approximation, the only infor-
mation we have is that R belongs to some interval   . Let us call  the rounding function.
Let us call a “breakpoint” a value  where the rounding changes (that is, if 
=
and 


are
real numbers satisfying 
=
# #


then "H
=
J #"H


J ). For “directed” rounding modes
(i.e., rounding upwards, downwards, or towards  ), the breakpoints are the floating-point
numbers. For rounding to the nearest mode, the breakpoints are the exact middle of two
consecutive floating-point numbers.
If   contains a breakpoint, then we cannot provide "HVR	J : the computation must be
carried again with a larger accuracy. There are two ways of solving that problem:
 iteratively increase the accuracy of the approximation, until interval   no longer con-
tains a breakpoint2 . The problem is that it is difficult to predict how many iterations
will be necessary;
 compute, in advance and once for all, the smallest relative nonzero distance3 between
the image of a floating-point number and breakpoint. This will allow to deduce the
relative accuracy with which CUHVWJ must be approximated to make sure that rounding
the approximation is equivalent to rounding the exact result.
The first solution was suggested by Ziv [15]. It has been implemented in a library, called
ml4j, available through the internet4 . As a matter of fact, the last iteration uses 
	 bits of
precision. There is no formal proof that this suffices (the results presented in this paper
actually give the proof for the functions and domains considered here!), but probabilistic
arguments[4, 5, 12] may be used to show that requiring a larger precision is extremely
unlikely.
We decided to implement the second solution, since the only way to implement the first
one is to overestimate the accuracy that is needed in the worst cases. The basic principle
of our algorithm for searching the worst cases was outlined in [10, 11]. We now present
properties that have allowed to fasten the search, as well as the results obtained after having
run our algorithms for  years on several workstations, and interesting properties that can
be obtained from our results.
2This is not possible if  is equal to a breakpoint. However one can show that  [ is the only
input value for which ﬀﬁ , ﬂﬃ ! , "$#%ﬁ , #'&(ﬂ)"$#'* and Y'+ have a finite radix-2 representation – and
the breakpoints do have finite representations –, , Z is the only input value for which -.ﬁ has a finite
representation. Concerning X%+ and ZI[ + , they have a finite representation if and only if  is an integer. Also,
-ﬀﬃ%/

 (resp. -.ﬃ%/0213 ) have a finite representation if and only if  is an integer power of X (resp. ZI[ ). All
these cases are straightforwardly handled separately, so we do not discuss them in the sequel of the paper.
3In fact, the mantissa distance.
4 http://www.alphaWorks.ibm.com/tech/mathlibrary4java.
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The results we have obtained are “worst cases for the Table Maker’s Dilemma”, that is,
floating point numbers whose image is closest (for the “mantissa distance”) to a floating-
point number (i.e., a breakpoint for a directed rounding mode) or to the exact middle of two
consecutive floating-point numbers (i.e., a breakpoint for rounding to the nearest).
For instance, the worst case for the natural logarithm in the full double precision range
is reached for
  	
	

	

	
	

	


ﬀﬂﬁﬃ ﬃ!"	"	ﬁ	ﬁﬂ	"	#""ﬃ $$ﬂﬃﬂ"%&'() in decimal
whose logarithm is
*,+-
 
./ bits
0 132 4
	

	
 
		
	
65
5357	
						85
5359					
2 4:0 1

.
zeroes
	,;
this worst case is a “difficult case” in a directed rounding mode, since it is very near a
double precision floating-point number. The two worst cases for radix-2 exponentials in the
full IEEE-754 double precision range are reached for
 =<>?,
		
		
	


		
>ﬃ@A'
.

# ﬁ$		B"!ﬁﬃﬂ#""! ﬂ"	#CD

@A in decimal
and
 
'
E	;	
	


	

	


8@
<
(

 
$ﬃﬂ"B#	#"B"!$"		 ﬁ	"!B" in decimal
whose radix-2 exponentials are
FﬂGH
./ bits
0 132 4
	 						
H5
557
							85
5359					
2 4:0 1
( zeroes
	;,
F
I>
./ bits
0 132 4
 						655
5J	
8					65
55K						
2 430 1
.L ones
,,
The former is a difficult case for directed rounding modes, whereas the latter is a difficult
case for rounding to the nearest mode (since it is very close to the exact middle of two
consecutive floating-point numbers).
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2 Our algorithms for finding the worst cases
2.1 Basic principles
The basic principles have been given in [11], so we only quickly describe them and focus
on new aspects. Assume we wish to look for the worst cases for function C in double
precision. Let us call test number a number that is representable in floating-point with 54
bits of mantissa (a test number is either a double precision number or a number that lies
exactly halfway between two consecutive double precision numbers). The test numbers are
the values that are breakpoints for one of the rounding modes. Our problem of finding worst
cases now reduces to the problem of finding double precision numbers  such that CUHV4J is
closest (for the mantissa distance) to a test number. We proceed in two steps: we first use a
fast “filtering” method that eliminates all points whose distance to the closest breakpoint is
above a given threshold. The value of the threshold is chosen so that this filtering method
does not require highly accurate computations, and so that the number of values that remain
to be checked after the filtering is so small that an accurate computation of the value of the
function at each remaining value is possible. Details on the choice of parameters are given
in [9].
In [11], we suggested to perform the filtering as follows:
 first, the domain where we look for worst cases is split into “large subdomains” where
all input values have the same exponent;
 each large subdomain is split into “small subdomains” that are small enough so that
in each of these subdomains, within the accuracy of the filtering, the function can be
approximated by a linear function. Hence in each small subdomain, our problem now
is to find a point on a grid that is closest to a straight line. We solve a slightly different
problem: given a “threshold”   we just try to know if there can be a point of the grid
that is at distance less than   from the straight line. The value of   is chosen so that
for one given small subdomain this event is very unlikely.
 using a variant to the Euclidean algorithm suggested by V. Lefèvre [8], we solve that
problem. If we find that there can be a point of the grid at distance less than   from
the straight line, we check all points of the small subdomain.
2.2 Optimization:  and  simultaneously
Now, let us present a useful optimization of that method. Instead of finding double precision
numbers  such that CUHVWJ is closest (for the mantissa distance) to a test number, we solve
a slightly different problem: we look for test numbers  such that CUHVWJ is closest to a test
INRIA
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number. This allows to compute worst cases for C and for its inverse C  = in one pass only
(since the image CUHP- J of a breakpoint - is very near a breakpoint . if and only if C   = H . J
is very near - ). One could object that by checking the images of test numbers5 instead
of checking the double precision numbers only, we double the number of points that are
examined. So getting in one pass the results for two functions ( C and C  = ) seems to be a
no-win no-loss operation. This is not quite true, since there are sometimes much less values
to check for one of the two functions than for the other one.
Consider as an example the radix-  exponential and logarithm, with input domain  &

  ﬃ+5 ﬃ for   (which corresponds to input domain %&  ﬃ0B+ 5   for DFE8G


HVR J .). The two
following strategies would lead to the same final result: they would give the worst cases for

 in

and for DFE8G


HVR	J in  .
1. check   for every test number  in  ;
2. check DFE8G


HVR	J for every test number R in  .
If we use the first strategy, we need to check all test numbers of exponent between6  	

and   ﬃ . Hence we have to check ﬃ 	   numbers. If we use the second strategy, we need
to check all positive test numbers of exponent equal to   ﬃ or  , that is, )1  numbers.
The second strategy is approximately 
 times faster than the first one.
If we separately check all double precision numbers in  and all double precision num-
bers in  , we check ﬃ 	 1
  )S
 . The second strategy is approximately  times
faster than this last method.
Hence, in the considered domain, it is much better to check DFE8G


HVR	J for every test num-
ber R in

ﬃ0B+ 5   . In other domains, the converse holds: since the exponential of a large
number is an overflow, when we want to check both functions in the domain defined by
 ﬃ (for   ) or R  (for DFE8G


HVR	J ), we only have to consider ﬃ  values of the exponent
(hence ﬃ @   test numbers) if we check   for every test number in the domain, whereas
we would have to consider ﬃ 8 values of the exponent (hence ﬃ 8   test numbers) if
we decided to check DFE8G


HV4J for the test numbers in the corresponding domain.
The decision whether it is better to base our search for worst cases on the examination
of C in a given domain  or C  = in the corresponding domain  & CUH  J can be helped by
examining the value of HVWJ & 2 S C ﬁ HVWJB+CUHV4J 2 in the considered domain. If  HV4J is
5At the end of the test, we will suppress the values for which the input number is not a double precision
number and the output number is close to a test number that is not a double precision number. These values
(statistically, Zﬀ of the obtained values) do not correspond to a worst case for any of the rounding modes and
any function (  or ﬂﬁ 0 ).
6For smaller numbers, there is no longer any problem of implementation: their radix-2 exponential is Z or
Z
ﬁ
SZﬃ! " #*PZ X  or Z$ SZ&%' " #*PZ  depending on their sign and the rounding mode.
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Table 1: Some results for small values in double precision, assuming rounding to the nearest. These
results make finding worst cases useless for negative exponents of large absolute value.
This function can be
replaced by when
 
H   J5    ﬃ   # ﬂ  
 
H   J5     ﬃ 2   2     
K LON H  J5
	 K LONﬂH  J   2   2  ﬂ 

;EK H  J ﬃ 2   2    ﬂ 
 

	8N>H  J5
	

	8N9H  J   2   2  ﬂ 
 
much larger than ﬃ , then

will contain less test numbers than  , so it will be preferable to
check C in

. If it is much less than ﬃ , it will be preferable to check C  = in  . When   HV4J is
close to ﬃ , a more thorough examination is necessary. In all cases, another important point
is which of the two functions is simpler to approximate.
2.3 Optimization: special input values
For most functions, it is not necessary to perform tests for the very small arguments (i.e.,
arguments whose exponent is negative and has large absolute value). As an example, con-
sider the exponential of a very small positive number   , on a floating-point format with ? -bit
mantissas, assuming rounding to nearest.
If   #(   / then (since   is a ? -bit number),       /  A  
 / . Hence,

 ﬃ

H 
 
/
 A
 

/
J

ﬃ

H 
 
/
 A
 

/
J


  
# ﬃ


 
/

therefore   H  J is less than ﬃ  HIﬃ0B+Jﬁﬀ6? HIﬃ0J . Thus, the correctly rounded value of   H  J
is ﬃ . A similar reasoning can be done for other functions and rounding modes. Some results
are given in Table 1.
2.4 Normal and denormal numbers
Our algorithm for finding worst cases assumes that input and output numbers are normal-
ized floating-point values. Hence, we have to separately handle the case of input denormal
numbers, and to check whether there exist normalized floating-point numbers  such that
CUHV4J is so small that it should be represented by a denormal number.
INRIA
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2.4.1 Can the output value be a denormal number?
A method based on the continued fraction theory, and originally designed for finding the
worst cases for range reduction was suggested by Kahan [7]. Using this method, one can
find the normalized floating point number that is closest to an integer multiple of  ﬂB+ dif-
ferent from zero. This number is:

& ﬃ 	
	 ﬃ 
)  I
A& +

ﬃ 


ﬃ

 8

	ﬃ

		 ﬃ8ﬃ   ﬃ   in single precision;

& 	
ﬀﬃ

	

 8

ﬀﬃ  
   
 in double precision.
Therefore, the numbers  & 2 ;EK7H  J 2
	3ﬃ

	ﬀﬃ3ﬁ
	



S ﬃ    and  & 2 ;EK+H  J 2	


	 ﬃ 	

   ﬃ    =  are lower bounds on the absolute value of the sine, cosine and tangent
of normalized single precision (for  ) and double precision (for  ) floating-point numbers.
These values are much larger than the smallest normalized floating-point numbers. There-
fore when the input arguments to sines, cosine and tangent are not so small that the results
of Table 1 could be used, then their values are representable as normalized floating-point
numbers.
3 Implementation of the method
3.1 Overview of the implementation
The tests are implemented in three steps:
1. As said previously, the first step, which is by far the most time-consuming one, is a
filter. It consists in eliminating most of the tested arguments. This step amounts to
testing if 
8 (in general) consecutive bits are all zeroes7 thus keeping one argument
out of 


, in average. This step is very slow and needs to be parallelized.
2. The second step consists in reducing the number of worst cases obtained from the first
step and grouping all the results together in a same file. This is done with a slower
but more accurate test than in the first step. As the number of arguments has been
reduced, this step is fast enough to be performed on a single machine.
3. The third step is run by the user to restrict the number of worst cases when he needs
them. Results on the inverse function are also obtained. As the number of arguments
is small, this step is very fast.
7These are the bits following the first ﬀ bits of the mantissa, unless the exponent of the output values
changes in the tested domain.
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Most programs are written in Perl (text data handling, process control. . . ). Concerning
the calculations, the tests of the first step are currently written in Sparc assembly language,
as they need to be as fast as possible; and for the other calculations, we currently use Maple
with an interval arithmetic package.
3.2 The First Step
Let us give more details about the first step. The user chooses a function C , an exponent, a
mantissa size (usually 
 ) and some other parameters, and the first step starts as follows.8
 First, the tested interval  is split into 	=  subintervals   containing  

test numbers
and the function C is approximated by polynomials    of degree   (  4 to 20) on
  . We have chosen to use Taylor expansions, as the error can easily be bounded and
this approximation suffices for us. For each  , we start with 	 >&!ﬃ , and successively
increase   until the error due to the approximation is small enough.    is expressed
modulo the distance between two consecutive test numbers, as we only need to know
information about the bits following the mantissa.
 Then, each interval   is split into subintervals 
   containing  =  arguments and

 
is approximated by degree-  polynomials    on 
   , with 64-bit precision.
 On 
   :    is approximated by a degree- ﬃ polynomial (by ignoring the degree- 
coefficient) and the variant of the Euclidean algorithm is used. If it fails, that is, if the
obtained distance is too small, one has to perform more tests:
– 
   is split into  subintervals 
  
*
.
– For each , : the Euclidean algorithm is used on    
*
, and if it fails, the ar-
guments are tested the one after the other, using two 64-bit additions for each
argument.
The program performs the first point (thanks to Maple and the interval arithmetic pack-
age), generates a C/assembly source for the following points, then compiles and executes
it.
The first step requires much more time than the other steps, thus it is run on several
machines (we have used around one hundred machines, in background). As the calculations
in different intervals are totally independent, there is no need for communications between
8The numbers that are given here are just those that are generally chosen; the user or the program may
choose other values for particular cases.
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different machines. We only have a server on a particular machine to distribute intervals to
each client (the program that performs the tests).
It is more interesting to run the program on a network of workstations than on a dedi-
cated machines, and these workstations belong to users, who work on them. We must not
disturb them. So, the programs were written so that they can
 run with a low priority (nice),
 automatically stop after a given time,
 automatically detect when a machine is used (in particular the keyboard and the
mouse) and stop if this is the case.
4 Results: natural (radix-   ) exponentials and logarithms
These functions have been among the most time-consuming during our searches, since there
is no known way of deducing the worst cases in a domain from the worst cases in an-
other domain. And yet, we have obtained the worst cases for all possible double precision
floating-point inputs. They are given in Tables 2 and 3. From these results we can deduce
the following properties.
Property 1 (Computation of exponentials) Let R be the exponential of a double-precision
number  . Let R
 
be an approximation to R such that the mantissa distance9 between R and
R
 
is bounded by   .
 for 2 92 ﬂ   , if    ﬂ      & ﬂ  == 
 then for any rounding mode of the IEEE-754
standard, rounding R
 
is equivalent to rounding R ;
 for 2 92	# ﬂ   , if    ﬂ    =   & ﬂ  = 
 then rounding R   is equivalent to rounding
R .
Property 2 (Computation of logarithms) Let R be the natural (radix-  ) logarithm of a
double-precision number  . Let R
 
be an approximation to R such that the mantissa distance
between R and R
 
is bounded by   . If          & ﬂ  ==  then for any rounding mode of
the IEEE-754 standard, rounding R
 
is equivalent to rounding R .
9If one prefers to think in terms of relative error, one can use the following well-known results: if the
mantissa distance between  and 

is less than  then their relative distance   ﬃ

   is less than  . If the
relative distance between  and 

is less than  then their mantissa distance is less than X	
 .
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Table 2: Worst cases for the exponential function in the full range. Exponentials of numbers less
than
* 
@
<
()
are underflows (a routine should return  or the smallest non zero positive repre-
sentable number, depending on the rounding mode). Exponentials of numbers larger than *  
<
(')
are overflows.
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Table 3: Worst cases for the natural (radix ) ) logarithm in the full range.
Interval worst case (binary)
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5 Results: radix-2 exponentials and logarithms
5.1 Radix-2 exponentials
Using the identity #1 <  & 21   allows to efficiently fasten the search. First, getting the
worst cases for 43

ﬃ+5 J allows to derive all worst cases for  #!  ﬃ and  ﬃ , since an
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 
-mantissa-bit number belonging to these domains is the sum of an integer and a number
with at most   mantissa bits. The worst cases for 2 92 # ﬃ were obtained through the radix- 
logarithm in HIﬃ0B+ 5 J .
These results, given in Table 4, allow to deduce the following property.
Property 3 (Computation of radix-2 exponentials) Let R be the radix-2 exponential  
of a double-precision number  . Let R   be an approximation to R such that the mantissa
distance between R and R
 
is bounded by   . If           & ﬂ  == 
 then for any rounding
mode of the IEEE-754 standard, rounding R   is equivalent to rounding R .
5.2 Radix-2 logarithms
Concerning radix-2 logarithms, let us show that it suffices to test the input numbers greater
than ﬃ , and whose exponent is a power of  :
First, let us show that it suffices to test the input numbers whose exponent is a positive
power of  to get the worst cases for all input values greater than ﬃ . Consider  &  8/ ,
with ?  ﬃ . The radix-2 logarithm of  is R &A?  DFE8G


H J , so that the infinite mantissa of
R begins with

/
&VDFE8G


H6?WJ bits that represent ? , followed by the binary representation of
DOE8G


H J . Let ?"ﬁ be the largest power of  that is less than or equal to ? . Since PDOE8G


H ,	J &
VDOE8G


H6?WJ &

/
, we deduce that the infinite mantissa of the radix-2 logarithm R"ﬁ of ﬁ &
 1;/
	 has the same bits as the infinite mantissa of R after position

/
. Hence, there is a
chain of , consecutive ones (or zeroes) after bit   of the infinite mantissa of R if and only
if there is a chain of , consecutive ones (or zeroes) after bit   of the infinite mantissa of
R ﬁ . Therefore, from the worst cases for an exponent equal to  we easily deduce the worst
cases for exponents between   ﬃ and  <>=  1ﬃ . For instance, in Table 5, we only give one
of the worst cases: the input value has exponent ﬀﬃ  . All worst cases are easily deduced:
they have the same mantissa, and exponents between ﬀﬃ  and ﬃ 
 .
Now, let us show how to deduce the worst cases for numbers less than ﬃ from the
worst cases for numbers greater than ﬃ . This was done as follows: consider a floating-
point number  &     / , with ﬃ  #  , and ? 3ﬃ .  is less than ﬃ . Its radix-2
logarithm is RS&  U?  DFE8G


H J . The integer part of the absolute value of R is ?'  ﬃ and
its fractional part is ﬃ   DFE8G


H J . So the infinite mantissa of R begins with PDFE8G


H6?   ﬃ0J
bits that represent ?   ﬃ , followed by the bits that represent ﬃ   DFE8G


H J . Now, consider
the floating point number ﬁ &   /   = . ﬁ is greater than ﬃ . Its radix-2 logarithm is
R
ﬁ
& H6?)  ﬃ0J

DFE8G


H J . So, the infinite mantissa of R ﬁ begins with PDFE8G


H6?   ﬃ0J bits that
represent ?   ﬃ (that is, the same as for R ), followed by the bits that represent DFE8G


H J .
But the bits that represent ﬃ   DOE8G


H J are obtained by complementation10 of the bits that
10
Z is replaced by [ and [ is replaced by Z .
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represent DFE8G


H J . Hence, there is a chain of , consecutive ones (or zeroes) after bit   of
the infinite mantissa of R if and only if there is a chain of , consecutive zeroes (or ones)
after bit   of the infinite mantissa of R ﬁ . Therefore,  is the worst case for input values less
than ﬃ if and only if  ﬁ is the worst case for input values greater than ﬃ . This is illustrated
in Table 5: the infinite mantissa of the worst case for input values greater than ﬃ starts with
the same bit chain ( ﬃ 88888888 as the mantissa of the worst case for  #Tﬃ , then the bits
that follow are complemented ( Z[[ [ Z[ [[0ZZ Z ZZ ZI[0Z[ [0Z[0Z Z;ZZ Z;ZI[;[ [[7Z[7ZZ[;[ ZM[ [[7Z Z[ [ [%Z ZI[ [ﬁﬂﬂ
for the case  # ﬃ and [0ZZ ZI[0Z ZZ[[ [ [[ [ Z[7ZZM[0ZI[;[ [;[[ [7ZZ;Z ZI[7Z[ [0Z Z[0Z;ZZ[;[ Z Z Z % [ [ Z Z&ﬂ for the
case   ﬃ ).
Using these properties, we rather quickly obtained the worst cases for the radix-  loga-
rithm of all possible double precision input values: it sufficed to run our algorithm for the
input numbers of exponents  , ﬃ ,  ,  ,  , ﬃ 	 , . . . ﬀﬃ  .
These results, given in Table 5, allow to deduce the following property.
Property 4 (Computation of radix-2 logarithms) Let R be the radix-2 logarithm DFE8G


HV4J
of a double-precision number  . Let R   be an approximation to R such that the mantissa
distance between R and R
 
is bounded by   . If          &    =   then for any rounding
mode of the IEEE-754 standard, rounding R   is equivalent to rounding R .
Table 4: Worst cases for the radix-2 exponential function BF in the full range. Integer values of  
are omitted.
Interval worst case (binary)
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Table 5: Worst cases for the radix-2 logarithm function *;+	-
'

   in the full range. Values of   that
are integer powers of 2 are omitted.
Interval worst case (binary)
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6 Results: trigonometric functions
The results given in Tables 6 to 11 give the worst cases for functions KMLON , 	  KMLON , ;EK , 	 ;EK ,

	8N and 	   	8N . For these functions, we have worst cases in some bounded domain only,
because trigonometric functions are more difficult to handle than the other functions.
And yet, it is sometimes possible to prune the search. Let us consider the arc-tangent
function of large values. The double precision number that is closest to  ﬂB+ is

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
Assuming rounding to the nearest, the breakpoint that is immediately below  is
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&
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
For any real number  , if 	  	8N>HV4J is larger than  then the correctly rounded (to the near-
est) value that should be returned when evaluating 	  	8N HVWJ in double precision is  . We
deduce from this that for   + 
 	ﬃ 
 ﬃ8ﬃ , we should return  . A similar calcu-
lation shows that for  between 
	ﬀﬃ3  
	+ ﬃ  Q and + 
 	ﬃ 
 ﬃ  , we should
return    ﬁﬀ6? H  J .
For rounded to nearest arc-tangent, the worst case for input numbers larger than 

 
ﬃ  =

 is
 	8ﬀﬃ3ﬁ      

+
 
& 8		

 +
 



 
	

 
ﬀﬃ0
whose arc-tangent is

"
bits
   
Z Z[[0Z[[0ZI[ [ [[0ZZ Z Z Z ZM[ Z ZM[ ZM[0ZI[7Z[;[[0ZM[[;[0ZI[;[ [ [0Z[ [0ZM[ Z[7ZI[;[0ZZM[ [
Z [


Z Z ZI[0ZZ , 
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Property 5 (Computation of sines) Let R be the sine of a double-precision number  sat-
isfying ﬃ0B
8S 2 U24  . Let R   be an approximation to R such that the mantissa distance
between R and R
 
is bounded by   . If          & ﬂ  ==   then for any rounding mode of
the IEEE-754 standard, rounding R
 
is equivalent to rounding R .
Property 6 (Computation of arc-sines) Let R be the arc-sine of a double-precision num-
ber  satisfying KMLON HIﬃ0B
8J  2 92  ﬃ . Let R   be an approximation to R such that the
mantissa distance between R and R
 
is bounded by   . If         & ﬂ  ==  then for any
rounding mode of the IEEE-754 standard, rounding R   is equivalent to rounding R .
Similar properties are deduced for the other trigonometric functions:  1    =
 
for
cosines between ﬃ0B
	  and ﬃ 	8B
ﬀﬃ   & ﬃ

 	
  
,       ==  for arc-cosine between
;EK7HIﬃ 	8B
ﬀﬃ

J 	%

88 ﬃ8ﬃ 
	 and ;EK7HIﬃ0J 	T

  ;   %   ==

for tangent between ﬃ0B
8
and 	  	8N>H J ; and      =
 
for arc-tangent between  	8NﬂHIﬃ0B
8J and  .
Table 6: Worst cases for the sine function in the range   ﬁ	  .
Interval worst case (binary)

0
"
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[[7Z Z Z[0Z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[ Z;Z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[7Z
'[ﬁ [ Z Z ZZ[ Z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Table 7: Worst cases for the arc-sine function in the range      	ﬂﬁ	   ﬁ	!>
 .
Interval worst case (binary)

.
0
"

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
#'&(ﬂ.>[ﬁ [0ZZ Z ZI[0ZI[ [0ZZ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[
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Conclusion
The worst cases we have obtained will allow the design of reasonably fast routines for
evaluating most common mathematical functions with correct rounding (at least in some
intervals) in the four rounding modes specified by the IEEE-754 standard. We are extend-
ing the domains for the functions for which we have not yet obtained the worst cases in
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Table 8: Worst cases for the cosine function in the range   " 
$"B ﬂ$
!	 .  $"ﬃ $
!B is
slightly less than   .
Interval worst case (binary)
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Table 9: Worst cases for the arc-cosine function in the range    +   $"B ﬂ$
!	   +     
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Interval worst case (binary)
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Table 10: Worst cases for the tangent function in the range   	ﬂﬁB	 
     ﬁ  , with 	 
     ﬁ 
	;B	$
.
Interval worst case (binary)
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the full range. More examples can be obtained through the URL http://www.ens-
lyon.fr/  jmmuller/TMD.html. These “worst cases” will also be good test cases
for checking whether a library provides correct rounding or not.
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